Entransy, a recently developed concept, is the central physical quantity characterizing heat transfer processes not related to heat-to-work conversions. The entransy of an object pertains to the nature of the potential energy of heat in a thermal field and describes its heat transfer ability. In the present study, we revisit this concept, and develop its relationship to state and process quantities. This then enables a direct comparison to the more familiar concept, entropy, the central physical quantity in thermodynamics. The comparison helps to identify the role entransy has in heat transfer processes and highlight under what conditions state and process quantities related to entransy can be distinguished in such processes. As to embody the entransy loss due to work expended between the system and its environment for the irreversible heat conduction in gases, new quantities, available entransy flow and available system entransy are introduced. Both the entransy of solids and the available system entransy of gases are state quantities and their changes correspond to the entransy flow and the available entransy flow respectively. Thus there is no need to stress the difference between process quantity and state quantity in heat transfer. Entransy [1] is a new physical quantity characterizing heat transfer that pertains to the nature of potential energy and describes heat transferability of a system. Based on the thermomass theory, entransy represents the potential energy of thermomass [2, 3] . Entropy, in addition to energy, is a central physical quantity in thermodynamics. It is a measure of the irreversibility of a process and a criterion describing the thermal equilibrium of a system. It also represents the degree of disorder within a system. The minimum principle of entropy generation is also an important criterion in process optimization. Because of its general features, the entropy concept has been extended to many other fields, such as thermodynamic optimization, quantum theory, and information theory [4] . These extended applications have already lead to great advancements, but doubts have arisen. For example, in the optimization of heating or cooling devices, minimum entropy generation does not always correspond to best performance [5] [6] [7] . To address this discrepancy, Guo et al. proposed a new physical quantityentransy [1]. Based on this concept, it is now possible to characterize heat transfer efficiency. Taking the entransy concept a step further, entransy dissipation, a measure of heat transfer irreversibility, forms the basis for a new principle of least action called the extremum principle of entransy dissipation [8] . These concepts have successfully been used in the optimization of heat conduction [9,10], heat convection [11, 12] and heat radiation [13, 14] . Comparing entransy and entropy, two questions necessarily arise. First, is entransy a state quantity? Second, are there differences between the state quantity and the process quantity in heat transfer? If there are, then why have these two heat transfer quantities never been distinguished?
Entransy [1] is a new physical quantity characterizing heat transfer that pertains to the nature of potential energy and describes heat transferability of a system. Based on the thermomass theory, entransy represents the potential energy of thermomass [2, 3] . Entropy, in addition to energy, is a central physical quantity in thermodynamics. It is a measure of the irreversibility of a process and a criterion describing the thermal equilibrium of a system. It also represents the degree of disorder within a system. The minimum principle of entropy generation is also an important criterion in process optimization. Because of its general features, the entropy concept has been extended to many other fields, such as thermodynamic optimization, quantum theory, and information theory [4] . These extended applications have already lead to great advancements, but doubts have arisen. For example, in the optimization of heating or cooling devices, minimum entropy generation does not always correspond to best performance [5] [6] [7] . To address this discrepancy, Guo et al. proposed a new physical quantityentransy [1] . Based on this concept, it is now possible to characterize heat transfer efficiency. Taking the entransy concept a step further, entransy dissipation, a measure of heat transfer irreversibility, forms the basis for a new principle of least action called the extremum principle of entransy dissipation [8] . These concepts have successfully been used in the optimization of heat conduction [9, 10] , heat convection [11, 12] and heat radiation [13, 14] .
Comparing entransy and entropy, two questions necessarily arise. First, is entransy a state quantity? Second, are there differences between the state quantity and the process quantity in heat transfer? If there are, then why have these two heat transfer quantities never been distinguished?
1 Is entransy a state quantity?
System entransy
In [1], the entransy of an object is identified as
where T is the temperature, and U the internal energy of a system. Because volume changes are not usually considered in heat transfer, eq. (1) represents the entransy of a system under constant volume. As T and U are both state quantities, this expression is obviously a state quantity. However, this form of the definition is different from that for entropy in two aspects: (1) the definition of entropy is in a differential form; and (2) entropy is defined by a relationship involving state and process quantities. To make a more direct comparison, entransy needs to be defined in a similar form to entropy. The concept of entransy for this reason needs to be revisited.
Clausius entropy and its improvement
Clausius defined entropy [15] as the quotient of the process quantity, Q, and the state quantity, Kelvin temperature T, in a reversible process
where S is the system entropy δ / Q T is the entropy flow, and the subscript 'rev' signifies the quantities related to a reversible process. Wu [16] extended this definition to include changes in entropy associated with work
where dS u = d / U T is the quotient of the internal energy and temperature, and dS w = d / p V T is that of the work output and temperature; these terms are both related to state quantities of a system. As Q is a process quantity, its product with the state quantity 1/T should essentially be a process quantity. However, only in reversible processes does the entransy flow,
Q T , correspond to a state quantity of a system. In that case, rev (δ / ) Q T can be identified as an exact differential dS of the state quantity S of the system.
Does the entransy flow correspond to a state quantity of a system?
The entransy flow is defined as the product of heat and temperature under reversible conditions
Whether the entransy flow, G * , corresponds to the state quantity of a system is unknown. Here we use the symbol "" rather than "d" to indicate that G * may be an inexact differential. For a system not changing volume, the first law of thermodynamics leads to
Multiplying eq. (5) by temperature, T, results in
Eq. (6) tells us that under reversible conditions the entransy flow in the absence of volume change corresponds to a state quantity of the system. In this case, G is called the system entransy.
For a system undergoing volume change, the first law of thermodynamics, however, leads to
and the ideal gas equation of state gives
Multiplying eq. (7) by temperature, T, and substituting eq. (8) into eq. (7) yields
where p, V, T, n, and R are the pressure, volume, temperature, molar quantity, and gas constant of the system, respectively; U is the internal energy of the system, and W is the process work. Because the last term of eq. (9) cannot be simplified as a single-valued function of certain state quantity, the process quantity (TQ) rev does not correspond to a state quantity of the system and thus cannot be identified as such.
Available entransy

Available energy (exergy) in thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, available energy can be divided into the available energies of heat and of the system. For heat, Q, its maximum capacity of doing work at ambient temperature, T 0 , is defined as its available energy, that is heat exergy [16, 17] 
where T is the temperature of the heat source from which the heat is removed, and E x,Q is the heat exergy. For a thermodynamic system (i.e. a closed system) changing under some reversible processes from a certain state to an equilibrium state within an environment, its maximum capacity for doing work is defined as its available energy, that is the system exergy [16, 17] x,U u,max 0 0 0 0 0
where (p 0 , T 0 , V 0 , U 0 , S 0 ) is the state of the environment, and (p, T, V, U, S) is the initial state. Therefore, the system exergy is a state quantity of the combined system (i.e. system and environment).
Available energy and available entransy in heat transfer
(i) Available energy of heat for object heating. In a heat-to-work conversion process, only a part of the input heat can be used to do work. The available energy of heat (i.e. conversion available energy) is identified as its maximum capacity of doing work (i.e. the work output in a Carnot cycle). Similarly, within thermodynamics, the concept of available energy in heat transfers also exists. For a system at constant volume, the input heat can be used to increase the system temperature and equals the change in the internal energy of a system. For a system changing volume, the input heat cannot all be used to increase the temperature of a system if there is work exchange with the outside. However, the maximum energy that can be used to heat objects equals the input heat itself (such as in an isochoric process); that is, all the input heat can be used to heat objects. This means the available energy in a heat transfer is one hundred percent of the heat and corresponds to the change in the internal energy of a system undergoing an isochoric process. Therefore, we have
(ii) Available entransy. For a system for which volume can change, a portion of the entransy flow will be converted into work entransy, TW, given in eq. (9), which makes no contribution to the heating or cooling of an object. TdU is the available portion of the entransy flow, i.e. the available entransy flow. Hence, we have
Eq. (13) shows that the available entransy flow can be associated with a state quantity of system, G ava , which is identified as the available entransy of the system. In thermodynamics, the maximum capacity for doing work is identified as the system exergy, also called the available energy for heat-to-work conversion, whereas in heat transfer the maximum capacity of transferring heat is identified as the available entransy, and is similarly called the available entransy for heat transfer.
Process quantity and state quantity
In thermodynamics, it is a requirement to distinguish the state quantity from the process quantity, because in the thermodynamic cycle for heat-to-work conversion with a gas as medium, two process quantities, i.e. heat and work, correspond to one state quantity of the system whereas those two process quantities are distinct and cannot be directly summed. Thus, under normal circumstances, the change in a certain process quantity does not equate to the change in state quantity of the system; hence, it is necessary to distinguish the state quantity and process quantity in heat-to-work conversion processes.
In a heat transfer process, however, we do not have to consider changes in the system volume. Therefore, the state quantity of the system only corresponds to a certain process quantity; that is, a change in the process quantity equates to an equal change in the corresponding state quantity. Hence, distinguishing state and process quantities is unnecessary. Similarly, for a heat transfer process in which the volume of the medium (i.e. system) changes, the applied work resulting from volume change makes no contribution to the system's capacity in heating or cooling objects, whereas only the available portion of heat and entransy should be considered. Under reversible conditions, the available heat energy and available entransy flow correspond to the internal energy and available entransy of system, respectively. Thus, it is not necessary to distinguish the state and process quantities.
Conclusions
(1) In heat transfers, differences between state quantity and process quantity exist. The entropy flow, Q/T, under reversible conditions is essentially a process quantity; however, it corresponds to a state quantity of the system and can be identified as the system entropy S. The entransy flow, TQ, is a process quantity. For heat conduction in the absence of volume change under reversible conditions, it also corresponds to a state quantity and can be identified as the system entransy, G.
(2) New physical quantities, viz. heat transfer available energy and available entransy, are identified. For gases, heat and entransy flow do not correspond to state quantities even under reversible conditions, but the available energy of heat transfer and available entransy flow correspond to the change in the internal energy and available system entransy, respectively.
(3) In heat transfer processes, only available heat and available entransy need to be considered; both correspond to state quantities of a system. Therefore, it is unnecessary to distinguish the state quantity and process quantity. 
